Material World

Quentin Cooper : ...and we'd like your help in a little chaos experiment - the results of which we'll have next week. Now if you can have a pen and paper ready today,I'll be asking a question at the end of the programme. No prizes - it's all the for the good of science.

Next week...Chaos,according to psychologist Richard Heath - one in four of us are far better than you'd statistically expect at predicting the weather and other chaotic sequences. We'll be asking why he thinks some of us are in tune with chaos,
[It stands to reason that brains subject to natural patterns would develop a propensity for recognition and prediction - much as one learns the identity of the features of predators and learns to avoid them because the predicted outcome is your own demise - LB]

and with your help right now- we're going to put his theories to the test. It's a bit conceptual but get pen and paper and bear with me. If I give the  number pattern 10101010,it's not too hard to predict the next four numbers in the sequence - 1010.

[In fact such prediction is not at all obvious - see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/forgeries.html   -LB] 

But what I want you to email or post to us are the next four numbers in the chaotic sequence 10011110,which is derived from nature,okay 10011110,now Richard's theory is even if you have no idea why you choose a particular combination of 1s and 0s as your answer,far more people will get it right than by chance,because they can somehow intuitively recognise such natural chaotic patterns and make predictions based on them.
Is he right,well we'll get a clue if you write down the four digits you think come next after - last time I'm going to say this 10011110 - it's like minimalist bingo - and either email them to material.world@bbc.co.uk or send them to us at Material World,PO Box 76, London WC2B 4PH.
Results and explanations of just what the heck I'm chaotically on about next week's programme.

[In fact the results will be further down this page - but for the record there are 2^4 = 16 possible answers and therefore a good chance of guessing the right one without having any intuition - the idea is that there ought to be a skew towards the right answer if the theory is correct and more people will choose that than any of the other 15 possibilities - even so this would not show cause and effect - they could be choosing a sequence on things like the balance of 1s versus 0s - ie a sense of proportion as opposed to intuition - if no one person understands about chaotic processes then they have no reason to choose one which fits - Richard hoped to show that in fact even without such knowledge they had a notion of such patterns "built in" presumably through being at large in an environment which contains such patterns - the results are below - the first few minutes of the conversation are missing - but the main explanation is as follows ( see also www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/padovan.html & natsums.html) - LB]

Quentin Cooper :  ....is a right answer and a wrong answer,because if it's randomly generated  (see random.html @ Fortunecity) of course,any one of the answers that you could get,and since we were after 4 ones and zeroes,I think there are 16 different possibilities,so they'd have all been equally valid - wouldn't they?  If it was random?

Lenny Smith : If it was random and zeroes and ones they would be all equally valid. Of course I had ..I did a brief survey in Oxford as well,and we had a couple of solutions...continuations which went like 2 4 Z :
So...

Quentin Cooper :  That's Oxford for you!

Lenny Smith :  The difficulty is there's always this assumption about the model behind your act...whatever you're trying to predict,and if you assume to much about the model it'll constrain what your predictions can do.

[see forgeries.html @ Fortunecity and also Ian Stewart's "Does God Play Dice?" -LB]

But yes,if it was actually random,you'd have 16 possibilities,depending on how random it was,it would be equally likely - if it was chaotic,then there would be an underlying deterministic pattern,and the key is whether or not you could have detected that pattern.

Quentin Cooper :   And this is the key word...this is key word "chaotic" -because this pattern of 8 ones and zeroes you gave us was 10011110,
[See members.aol.com/Templarser/tmoamx.rtf]

was not just completely random - it was part of a chaotic sequence Richard?

Richard Heath : This was generated from the Henon Attractor....

[The following is the definition of the Henon from the help page of Fractint.exe - obtainable as a download via your browser - LB]

henon
    Orbit in two dimensions defined by:
      x(n+1) = 1 + y(n) - a*x(n)*x(n)
      y(n+1) = b*x(n)
    Two parameters: a and b

Henon Attractor as generated by Fractint.exe
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Richard Heath : ...by taking the numbers that that attractor generates and translating them into ones and zeroes.

Quentin Cooper :  Lenny Smith,I think you're going to have to translate that into - not into ones and zeros - but into words for those of us who don't really know what chaotic sequences are and why they're not random.

Lenny Smith : Well the Henon Attractor is a set of two very simple equations,invented by an Astronomer in Nice,40 years ago,and the idea is that it is a deterministic equation.
In other words if you know exactly where to start,and you know what the equations are you can predict exactly what the future's going to be,assuming you can do mathematics exactly.

[It's because of situations like this and such things as the N-body problem that one cannot predict the future and even the motions of planets and one reason why astrology is erroneous  (see solarsys.html)- LB]

On the other hand,a random sequence,there is no underlying determinism,even if you know exactly where to start,there's no way to know exactly what the future will hold.

Quentin Cooper :   Right,so it's like with the lottery numbers or whatever,there are some people who like to convince themselves that if they know which machine it is and what the things were last week,they're going to have some further clue - but of course - in fact - there isn't- past performance is probably no guide at all to the future results?

Lenny Smith : In the lottery that's probably the case. Of course,in a game like Roulette where you can actually  watch the  game start before your place your bet, you might be able to make some useful prediction.

[In fact mathematician Doyne Farmer managed to exploit the Newtonian Rules of  the Roulette wheel to bend the odds in his favour by exploiting a computer in his shoe- he's since been outlawed from Las Vegas -LB
Ref: Video N30 "The Numbers Game :Predicting the Future" ]

Quentin Cooper :   And certainly in nature there are a lot of chaotic sequences where indeed although the patterns are not immediately apparent,they are very definitely there,and for those who can actually get down into the nitty gritty,they are very predictable?

Lenny Smith : Well,there are certainly systems where our best models of those systems in nature are chaotic.

[Like the weather - heart muscles and animal populations - see weather.html,mastring.html & rhythm.html @ Fortunecity -LB]

And we make predictions - like in the weather forecasts,using models which are very often deterministic. Of course we don't really know what the real system is. One of the interesting differences between our forecasts and the things we actually observe is that whenever we're making forecasts we know the model. In this case someone actually knew the series of zeroes and ones,but that's only because we made up the system and then pretended to forget - right? Whenever we're looking at the real world,we never really know what's going to happen.
So in fact,it could have been whatever that sequence was - 27Z;.

Quentin Cooper :   Oh well in fact yes well our correct answer was I think 1010,because that was the next four numbers in the particular chaotic sequence, Richard that you'd given us. However,according to your previous experiment you might have expected that a disproportionately high number of the audience would have got that right -in fact I think it was the second least frequently selected answer of the 16 possibilities,so how do you explain that?

Richard Heath : Well it's very sad actually,that that's what happened,but in the actual experiment we ran trials exactly like the experiment we gave last week. We gave people 8 observations,we used a weather scenario to make it face valid,and we gave people 8 temperatures,and we said that's the temperature of the 8 previous days,we asked them to predict the next 4 temperatures,they made their predictions,we gave them some idea of how accurate they were then we added one day,gave them the next date,and then they had to predict the next four.

[Ahh but by giving them "some idea of accuracy" you're allowing the brain to "hone in" and do the job of prediction better the next time around - the more data it has and the more it knows how good it's judgements were the better able it is to predict - in the case of the Henon - even I who knew what the Henon was - was unable to give a good estimate other than chance -because they were binary coded and no other information was given s to accuracy or where in the attractor one was - it's not wonder it came out no better than chance - LB]

The result we found overall, was that for people who were seeing a sequence,that was chaotic,the prediction accuracy was greater for the next day,it declined exponentially for the 2nd day -3rd day,4th day there was hardly any above chance prediction capability. This effect only really applied to about 25% of all of our participants,that's a fairly general result we found with some other previous pilot studies.
So we actually included some technical modifications to previous research - we used a technology invented by a physicist that allows us to take a sequence - which is chaotic - then translate the numbers in a fairly technical way so that the sequence has all of the linear stochastic or random properties of the original chaos,but none of what we call the nonlinear determinism - this means we have a sufficient control group - which to compare the experimental group - we found that for the people predicting the random group - the random sequence of numbers,there was no significant above chance prediction performance.

Quentin Cooper :   So boiling this right down,what you've found is that is a sizeable percentage about 1 in 4,1 in 5 of the group seem to do a lot better than you might have expected by the law of averages at guessing or predicting or whatever you want to call it the temperatures or the figures you wanted for the next couple of intervals?

Richard Heath : Yes so - I suspect the result isn't overly surprising,because there has been some work done from about the middle ....1990s,showing that you can predict one step ahead in certain types of chaotic sequences,but what we did,which was rather different,was to use this special control that I mentioned,which controls everything except the nonlinear determinism. We also ensured that people predicted more than one step ahead,so what we did in fact is we emulated weather forecasters,which on the radio and on the internet tend to give you the forecasts for at least the next four days. What we expect to find if the system is sensitively dependent on its initial conditions, one of the basic criteria for chaos,is that the prediction accuracy will decline exponentially into the future.

[See beffect.html]

Quentin Cooper :   But what's your thinking about what's going on here? That we have some intuitive abilities in this area,that we may not even be aware of ourselves,so that when we're writing down what we think are our..just our guesses - that somehow we're tapping into an ability to read these sequences?

Richard Heath : It is rather interesting - the students in Newcastle,Australia who took part in this original experiment,came out of the laboratory quite perplexed and they said "That was a waste of my time,I have no idea what this was about",in  fact they had no idea that they had predicted -some of them - 25% of them - reasonably accurately for the first and second days into the future.

[Yes but given so many people it would be unsurprising if a fair number of them were accurate given that they were provided with "accuracy" information- it's rather as if one says think of a number between 1-100 and then says whether it is in the upper or lower half of the remaining numbers - one hones in on the solution exponentially quickly - with a varying temperature one might expect a good few to closely correlate provided with feedback as to how well they'd done - only without feedback could one begin to think they were intuiting anything - LB]

Quentin Cooper :   And why then - if this is the case - why doesn't it apply to the Radio 4 audience who I'm sure are a match for anybody in Newcastle Australia?

Richard Heath : Of course,of course the problem with the radio 4 audience was they only got one trial of the experiment. The people in Australia were luckier in one sense - not so lucky in the other sense -  that they got either 120 trials or 240 trials,and so obviously what we're doing here is averaging the results over a larger number of trials.

Lenny Smith : And that amount of practice is very interesting,I mean that practice gives them a much better handle on what's going on.

[If true it might mean some people can predict stick market movements as matter of intuition and thereby become wealthy (see chaosflr.html)- LB]

Another interesting aspect is the set of controls. This idea that they looked both at a linear set and a nonlinear set and being able to contrast those two.Of course nonlinear dynamics - which is what I'm most interested in [So am I - LB] is a bit of an odd classification. It's sort of like having a biology of non-Elephants!

Quentin Cooper :    Right!

Lenny Smith :  We're studying photographs which are non-black and white,it's very hard to generalise from a particular sub-set. So it's a nice way of showing  -  in the actual experiment - that they were sensitive to the nonlinearity - perhaps the chaos - in the sequence,as opposed to trying the same group using systems which were linear and stochastic,but had the same look about them - the same linear feel - the same sort of correlation structure.

Quentin Cooper :    But are you surprised by these results? I mean does it seem perfectly reasonable to you? because if we are dealing with something like the weather,there are certain constraints,you're not going to guess "Oh it was sunny today,so I'm going to guess it's going to be a blizzard temperature tomorrow".

[The constraints are embodied in Lorenz's attractor that coined the term "Butterfly Effect" (see beffect.html)-LB]

lorenz, lorenz3d
    Lorenz two lobe attractor - orbit in three dimensions.
    In 2d the x and y components are projected to form the image.
      z(0) = y(0) = z(0) = 1;
      x(n+1) = x(n) + (-a*x(n)*dt) + (	 a*y(n)*dt)
      y(n+1) = y(n) + ( b*x(n)*dt) - (	   y(n)*dt) - (z(n)*x(n)*dt)

      z(n+1) = z(n) + (-c*z(n)*dt) + (x(n)*y(n)*dt)
    Parameters are dt, a, b, and c.

So you're naturally going to constrain the probabilities already.

Lenny Smith :  That's right,and...but that's exactly the attempt at having this control group was trying to do. If it was just a question of looking at the persistence of the signal,the way it was correlated in time - then there would have been roughly the same performance between the two different groups. So this is a very important test to sort of make sure the results are significant.
Whether or not it's surprising - well in fact - chaos can be predictable. I mean one of the nice things about nonlinear dynamics and chaos in general,is while chaos is going to be sensitive to initial conditions on average,there can be patterns that you can detect - there can be day to day variations of the predictability and the really interesting question,and in fact a tremendous amount of computer time is spent on this and the weather now -is whether or not we can predict today's weather (see forecast.html & weather.html).
Whether or not today is one of the predictable days or not,and I think in the sort of simpler experiment that was performed here,you probably can see patterns in that sequence,so the practice is really important,so no - it's interesting - but I wouldn't say the results are surprising.

[If anyone does see patterns there - they could have Schizophrenia - which might be a plus point in this case.As it seemed to be in John Nash's case - LB]

Quentin Cooper :   But is an extrapolation of this idea that there maybe certain sequences which we as humans are capable of dealing with - if we've we've got 1,2,4,8,16 - we can probably go 32,64, and then some of the more mathematically sophisticated can deal with much more complicated sequences  (see forgeries.html & iq.html).
But maybe there are ones out there that maybe our brains can't deal with but maybe our computers can,and therefore we can find find patterns even in things like the weather,which could lead to much greater degrees of predictability.
[On this same programme were scientists talking about scaling down the "cells" used to model weather such that they'd be able to make markedly different predictions for opposite sides of a street -whilst the accuracy of the prediction may remain the same - the scale on which it works may improve as computers become more capable of running more "cells" in unison - LB]

Lenny Smith :   Oh I think that's true,but it's always going to be a bit of an open question,you know 200 years ago Laplace invented this demon which knew the perfect laws of physics which he assumed were deterministic,and had perfect initial condition,and also could do perfect maths,which is an overlooked but important constraint.

[The point about accuracy of computer modelling of chaos using finite degrees of accuracy is explored in friction.html -LB]

And for this demon if it knew for just one instant what the state of the universe was,it could predict it on into the future as far as it wanted to go.

[That is, if you have a linear conception of time,which physics does not - LB]

Chaos - Laplace would have no problems with Chaos - this way - it's completely deterministic - the difficulty comes....

Quentin Cooper :   Because Chaos becomes part of perspective doesn't it? It's simply you look at it as Chaos because you don't understand it - but if it is deterministic,it's not chaos at all by that definition?

Lenny Smith :  Why yes,it's a question of whether technical Chaos actually looks like chaos!
But I think they would have said it's random only because of our ignorance - we use randomness or stochasticity as an excuse to hide our ignorance.

[In short - is there a pattern to something that looks random - and if so is it only that we can't see it or find it that defines what we call random - the prime number distribution and the digits if PI are areas where there are queries about whether there is any pattern or structure to what is observed -LB]

And it's still - most physicists - at least outside Quantum Mechanics - have this general belief today,some maybe even inside.

Quentin Cooper :   So Richard - if - and it's a big if - there are some of us out there who have this innate or learned ability to be able to be sensitive to some of these patterns in nature that rest of us are completely impermeable,what can we do with this knowledge? There's been some reports that it could be very handy for predicting the stock market for instance [As I said -LB].

Richard Heath : Well I think the first result that we found,not so long ago was that it is correlated to a certain extent with what's called "reasoning ability" -so that one of the interesting projects of the future is to look at some of the individual differences amongst those people who have this shall we say "Chaos prediction ability" and see whether it's related to people who have greater intelligence (see iq.html & mensa2.html),whether it reflects their personality,whether it reflects their sensitivity to environmental contingencies,whether or not they've learnt to detect the subtle variations in the environment that of course are most likely to be nonlinear.

Quentin Cooper :   And Lenny Smith, finally, should we take any worries  from the fact that only 1.5 % of the Radio4 audience who answered this did come up with the right answer?

Lenny Smith : Oh I wouldn't worry about it too much. I wonder how many of them could actually hear the difference between the two?

Quentin Cooper :   (laughs) Well if you're listening on FM or on the web,please let us know if you could hear the difference.I'm afraid this is where this particular chaotic sequence must end,so thanks to Lenny Smith Smith and Professor Richard Heath,more on the theories,experiments and results and the usual general chaos can be found at our webpages you can try predicting the address yourself or you could just head for www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 and then selecting Material World from the list of regular programmes.







